Paid for by…

America
Revived

Arizona
Democratic
Party

Arizona
Republican
Party

Ballot Items
Addressed

Flagstaff Prop
418: support
reducing the
minimum
wage

Registered
as…

Brief Description

NOT
REGISTERED

America Revived is registered with the Flagstaff
City Clerk as “not a political committee.” They do
not identify their contributors – this is dirty
money. They have filed one campaign finance
report showing that they have spent $36.842.75,
all of it in the 3rd quarter and all of it went to
Lincoln Strategy Group which describes itself as “a
global collective of political strategists and public
affairs managers. A complaint has been filed to
require this group to register as a political
committee.

For various
Democratic
candidates;
Political party
Against various
Republican
candidates
For various
Republican
Candidates;
political party
Against various
Democratic
candidates

Political parties in Arizona are required to report
their contributors to the Secretary of State. Third
quarter filings show that 57% of contributions
come from other political committees, 41% comes
from individuals, and 2% comes from businesses.
Political parties in Arizona are required to report
their contributors to the Secretary of State. Third
quarter filings show that 83% of contributions
come from other political committees, 15% comes
from businesses, and 2% comes from individuals.

Arizonans for
Affordable
Electricity

Against Prop
127:
Renewable
Energy

Arizona PAC

Arizonans for Affordable is an Arizona PAC that is
fully funded by the Pinnacle West Capital
Corporation (PWCC). PWCC derives essentially all
revenues and earnings from our wholly-owned
subsidiary, Arizona Public Service (“APS”). APS is a
vertically-integrated electric utility that provides
either retail or wholesale electric service to most
of the State of Arizona, 1.2 million customers in
total. APS is also the operator and co-owner of the
Palo Verde Generating Station – a primary source
of electricity for the Southwest. This means these
ads are ultimately being funded by electricity
customers in Arizona.

Center for
Arizona Policy
Action
Committee

For Prop 305:
School
Vouchers

Arizona
Independent
Expenditure
Committee

Center for Arizona Policy Action (CAPA) is a
nonprofit dark money organization that educates
the public on issues impacting life, marriage and
family, and religious freedom.

Federal
Independent
Expenditure
Committee

The Center for Voter Information is a federal
Independent expenditure committee located in
Washington DC. They work to "provide evenhanded and unbiased information about
candidates and their positions on issues."
Founded as Women's Voices Women Vote in 2003
by political activist Page Gardner, the organization
is based in Washington, D.C. and is liberal leaning.
This is dirty money.

Center for
Voter
Information

CD 1: For
O'Halleran;
Against Rogers

Chispa
Arizona PAC

Citizens for
Fair Tax Policy

Corporation
Commission:
For Sears and
Kennedy

For Prop 126

PAC

Chispa Arizona PAC is an Arizona PAC that reports
contributors to the Secretary ot State. You can see
their 3rd quarter contributors here:
https://apps.azsos.gov/apps/election/cfs/search/P
ublicReports/2018/6FD1D52F-B2B6-43B2-A304A78262E5559C.pdf. Chispa is the League of
Conservation Voters' Latino organizing project for
climate action. Their contributors are other
environmental organizations including the League
of Conservation Voters Inc. (AZ Independent
Expenditure Committee that does not report
contributors); LCV Victory Fund (AZ PAC, 3rd
quarter report here
https://apps.azsos.gov/apps/election/cfs/search/P
ublicReports/2018/57AEFEA7-C7EA-4C5F-8AF2BB398344B1EA.pdf ), and Clean Energy for
Healthy Arizona (Arizona PAC funded by NextGen
a 501c4 funded by Tom Steyer.

Arizona PAC

Citizens for Fair Tax Policy is an Arizona PAC that
has been funded entirely by the National
Association of Realtors, and their PAC, Realtors
Issues Mobilization Fund, an Arizona independent
Expenditure group that does not report
contributors. This is dirty money!

Clean Energy
for Healthy
Arizona
Committee

DCCC

For Prop 127
Renewable
Energy

CD 2: Against
Lea Marquez
Peterson

Arizona PAC

Clean Energy for Healthy Arizona is an Arizona PAC
that is funded by a 501c4 organization, NextGen
Climate Action. That group advocates on
environmental issues nationwide. It was founded
by Tom Steyer, an investor, activist, philanthropist,
and donor to progressive and Democratic Party
causes. Although as a 501c4 organization they can
keep their donors secret, Steyer freely advertises
that he is the source of their funding. NextGen
Climate Action is one of a number of Steyer groups
with NextGen Climate in the name, all of which
focus on environmental policies.

Federal PAC

DCCC (Democratic Congressional Campaign
Committee is the official campaign arm of the
Democrats in the House. The DCCC's team of
"mostly 20-somethings researches opposition
targets for eight weeks at a time, scouring news
clips and YouTube videos and traveling across the
country to comb through public records, all in
hopes of finding a good hit. Discoveries go into
hundred-page research books on their targets that
are used as bait to recruit candidates, leaked to
reporters or cited in campaign advertisements and
mail pieces." They have a history of having made
unsubstantiated claims against Republican
interests, for which they have apologized. There is
much controversy over the DCCC's activity in
Democratic primaries this year, as they backed
some pro-life candidates.

Defend
Arizona

US Senate:
Against
Kyrsten
Sinema

Federal
"Single
candidate
super PAC"

Environmenta
l Defense
Action Fund

CD 2: Against
Lea Marquez
Federal
Peterson, For
SuperPAC
Ann Kirkpatrick

Faith and
Freedom
Coalition

US Senate and
Governor: lists
positions, does
not advocate
for either
candidate.

NOT
REGISTERED

Defend Arizona is Federal Single candidate
SuperPAC for the benefit of Martha McSally.
Donors can be seen here:
https://www.opensecrets.org/pacs/pacgave2.php?
cycle=2018&cmte=C00668301
EDF Action Fund is the 501c4 advocacy partner of
Environmental Defense Fund. It can raise unlimited
amounts from anonymous donors but cannot
coordinate with or donate directly to any
candidate. The Environmental defense Fund is
Environmental Defense Fund or EDF is a United
States-based nonprofit environmental advocacy
group. The group is known for its work on issues
including global warming, ecosystem restoration,
oceans, and human health, and advocates using
sound science, economics and law to find
environmental solutions that work. This is dirty
money.
Although Faith and Freedom Coalition is engaged
in the Arizona Governor's race, they are not
registered with the Secretary of State. They are
listed as a 501c4 group at Open Secrets, but
appear to have been inactive since 2012 IRS filings
also end in 2012. This is a dirty money group,
based in Georgia, that appears to be operating
illegally in Arizona.

Great Schools
Now

House Victory
PAC

LD 6 Senate:
Against Sylvia
Allen

LD 6 Against
Felicia French
and Bobby
Tyler

Arizona PAC

Great Schools Now is an Arizona PAC that is
required to report contributors to the Scretary of
State. They have had 2 major contributors.
InvestinEd, which is also an Arizona PAC.
InvestinEd's 3rd quarter contributors can be seen
here:
https://apps.azsos.gov/apps/election/cfs/search/P
ublicReports/2018/6270A1C7-2A62-4DB9-8C7C3FD88E67EA76.pdf . Contributors include
businesses (eg. Arizona Interfaith Network,
Children's Action Alliance, Stand for Children Inc)
and Labor Groups (Arizona Education Association
National Education. Association). The other
major contributor is the National Education
Association, a federal 501c6 (union) that is not
required to report contributors.

Arizona PAC

House Victory PAC is an Arizona PAC that is
required to report contributors to the Secretary of
State. You can see their 3rd quarter contributors
here:
https://apps.azsos.gov/apps/election/cfs/search/P
ublicReports/2018/DDC8FF84-294A-4355-9EC7511AEF2E608A.pdf 4%% individuals, 28%
political committees, 69% from businesses. This
PAC most sponsors negative advertising against
Democratic candidates for the Arizona legislature.

US Senate: For
Kyrsten
Human Rights
Sinema;
Federal Super
Campaign
Against
PAC
Equality Votes
Martha
McSally

HRCEV is one of the political groups associated
with the Human Rights Campaign, the largest civil
rights organization working to achieve equality for
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer
American. This ad is part of a series launched to
target candidates in several states. As Super PAC,
HRCEV can raise and spend unlimited amounts of
money, but cannot contribute directly to a
politician or political party. You can see recent
donors to this super PAC here:
https://www.opensecrets.org/pacs/pacgave2.php?
cycle=2018&cmte=C00508440

Human Rights
Campaign
PAC

US Senate: For
Federal Super
Kyrsten
PAC
Sinema

The Human Rights Campaign PAC is a federal PAC
that "plays a lead role in placing LGBTQ-related
issues where they belong – in the mainstream of
American politics." As a federal PAC they are
required to report their contributors. You can see
them here:
https://www.opensecrets.org/pacs/pacgave2.php?
cycle=2018&cmte=C00235853

For Sinema

LVC Victory Fund is an Arizona PAC that reports
contributors to the Secretary of State. You can see
their most recent report here:
https://apps.azsos.gov/apps/election/cfs/search/P
ublicReports/2018/57AEFEA7-C7EA-4C5F-8AF2BB398344B1EA.pdf

LVC Victory
Fund

PAC

National
Association of
Realtors Fund

National
Association of
Realtors PAC

National
Republican
Congressional
Committee
(NRCC)

LD 3 House:
For Alma
Hernandez

Arizona
Independent
Expenditure
Committee

As an Independent Expenditure committee
registered with the Secretary of State, National
Association of Realtors Fund is not required to
report their contributors. This is dirty money.

US Senate: For
Federal PAC
Kyrsten
501c4
Sinema

The National Association of Realtors PAC (RPAC)
is a federal PAC. Its mission is "to identify
candidates for elected office on the local, state and
national levels who will work with REALTORS® to
promote and protect the American Dream of
property ownership. Candidates who receive
support from RPAC are not selected based on their
political party or ideology, but solely on their
support of real estate issues. " You can see the
recent contributors here:
https://www.opensecrets.org/pacs/pacgave2.php?
cycle=2018&cmte=C00488742

CD 2: Against
Federal PAC
Ann Kirkpatrick 527

The National Republican Congressional
Committee (NRCC) is a political committee
devoted to increasing the Republican majority in
the U.S. House of Representatives. It is a federal
527 Committee that is required to report
contributors to the FEC; you can see the recent
contributors here:
https://www.opensecrets.org/parties/contrib.php
?cycle=2018&cmte=NRCC

No Labels
Action Inc.

CD 1: For Tom
O'Halleran

Federal
SuperPAC

NO Labels
Action Inc.

For O'Halleran

Federl
SuperPAC

NRA Political
Victory Fund

For McSally

Arizona PAC

No Labels Action Inc. is a federal SuperPAC that
reports contributors to the FEC. They describe
themselves as "a movement for tens of millions of
Americans who are fed up with the dysfunction
and sill no longer put up with a government that
does not represent the interests of most
Americans." They promote bipartisan engagement
at the Federal level. As super PAC, they can raise
and spend unlimited amounts of money, but
cannot contribute directly to a politician or
political party. You can see recent donors to this
super PAC here:
https://www.opensecrets.org/pacs/pacgave2.php?
cycle=2018&cmte=C00680983
No Labels Action is a federal SuperPAC that reports
to the FEC. You can see their contributors here:
https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/?two_year_tra
nsaction_period=2018&data_type=processed&co
mmittee_id=C00680983&min_date=01%2F01%2F2
017&max_date=11%2F06%2F2018 They are a
non-partisan group that supports both Democratic
and Republican candidates.
The NRA Victory Fund is a Arizona PAC that reports
contributors to the Secretary of State. All of the
money raised is from small contributors (<$50)

Planned
Parenthood
Votes

Progress Now
Arizona

Save Native
American
Families

US Senate: For
Kyrsten
Sinema
Arizona PAC
CD 2: For Ann
Kirkpatrick

Planned Parenthood Votes is an Arizona PAC that
is required to report its contributors to the Arizona
Secretary of State. Third quarter filing shows that
over $600,000 was contributed by small (under
$50) donors. You can see their report here:
https://apps.azsos.gov/apps/election/cfs/search/P
ublicReports/2018/EF86243A-666F-421B-A27FDCE03F6DD474.pdf

Arizona
Independent
Expenditure
Committee

ProgressNow Arizona is an Arizona Independent
Expenditure organization and is not required to
report contributors to the Secretary of State. It is a
member of the national ProgressNow network.
The national group is a 501c4 organization that
supports progressive values. This is dark money.

Arizona PAC

Save Native American Families is an Arizona PAC
that is required to report its contributors. It is
entirely funded by one donor – the Navajo
Transitional Energy Company, an LLC owned by
the Navajo Nation. They mine coal to produce
energy

Governor:
Against Doug
Ducey

Against Prop
127:
Renewable
Enegy

Senate
Leadership
Fund

US Senate:
Against
Kyrsten
Sinema

Federal Super
PAC

Founded by Mitch McConnell to “protect and
expand the Republican Senate Majority. The
Senate Leadership Fund is a super PAC. A super
PAC is a political committee that can solicit and
spend unlimited sums of money. A super PAC
cannot contribute directly to a politician or
political party, but it can spend independently to
campaign for or against political figures. These
committees are also called independent
expenditure-only committees. A super PAC is not
legally considered a political action committee
(PAC) and as such is regulated under separate
rules. Link to donors at Open Secrets:
https://www.opensecrets.org/pacs/pacgave2.php?
cycle=2018&cmte=C00571703 . Donors include
individuals, corporations and other businesses.
Arizona contributors: Pinnacle West Capital
Corporation

Senate
Victory PAC

LD 6 House:
Against Wade
Carlisle

Arizona PAC

Southern
Arizonans for
Responsible
Energy

Against Prop
127:
Renewable
Energy

Arizona PAC

The Senate Victory PAC is an Arizona PAC that
reports contributors to the Secretary of State.
Their contributors include 63% business
contributions, 27% contributions from other
political committees, 7% from individuals, and 3%
transfers from other committees. Their business
contributors include TP Racing LLLP, SW Gas,
Titlemax, Pinnacle West Capital Corporation
(APS), US Term Limits, and Comprehensive Health
Management. There are 11 political committees
that contribute. Some are small and funded by
identified small contributors (Amigos PAC), and
others are large and that receive their funds from
other PACS - a maze of organizations too
complicated to summarize here.
Southern Arizonans for Responsible Energy is an
Arizona PAC that is required to report its
contributors. There is one contributor to this PAC
- Unisource Energy Corporation, a for profit
Arizona corporation that is the parent company of
Tucson Electric Power (TEP).

Stand for
Children
Arizona

Against Prop
126: Tax on
Services

Arizona PAC

Stop Prop 463
Road Bonds

Against Pima
County Prop
463: Roads

Pima County
PAC

Stand for Children Arizona is an Arizona PAC that
reports its contributors to the Secretary of State. It
advocates for changes in public education "to
ensure that all children, regardless of their
background, graduate from high school prepared
for, and with access to, a college. They have
endorsed both D and R legislative candidates that
support improving public education in Arizona.
Their sole contributor is national Stand for
Children organization's 501c4, a dark money
organization. According to their Phoenix staff,
they DO NOT oppose having to report their
contributors.
Stop Prop 463 is a PAC registered with the Pima
County Elections, and the do report contributors.
They have raised $6771.00. To see their
contributors
http://electionfilings.pima.gov:8889/filings/0182018/018-2018_20181006112046.PDF Allie
Miller provided 15% of the funds raised.

The Future
We Want

UFCW Local
99

For:
Democrats for:
US Senate and
Statewide
candidates;
For: Prop 127,
Against Props
1256, 126, 305
and 306

Against Prop
305

Arizona PAC

The Future We Want is an Arizona PAC that is
required to report contributors to the Secretary of
State. They have one contributor - Citizens for
Accountable Government, another Arizona PAC
that is largely funded by the Arizona Fund for
Public Education (an Arizona PAC that reports
contributors 99.6% comes from individuals) ,
Planned Parenthood Action Fund (registered as
both a PAC and Independent Expenditure
Committee; data do not seem to be complete) and
United Food and Commercial Workers Local 99
(Arizona PAC that reports contributors; 98% comes
from individuals).

Arizona PAC

United Food and Commercial Workers Local 99 is
an Arizona PAC that is required to report
contributors to the Secretary of State.
Contributors reported in the third quarter can be
seen here:
https://apps.azsos.gov/apps/election/cfs/search/P
ublicReports/2018/B8A3D10E-B3C9-4539-82C631F18A967B40.pdf . 98% of their contributors are
individuals.

Unite Here
Arizona

Vote NO
Arizona

US Senate: For
Sinema

Unite Here Arizona is an Arizona PAC that reports
contributors to the Secretary of State. See their
3rd quarter filing here:
https://apps.azsos.gov/apps/election/cfs/search/P
ublicReports/2018/776DBB87-DC62-46DB-BD0108B5D735484E.pdf Their sole contributor is
Unite Here Tip State and Local Fund, another
Arizona PAC that "makes contributions and
expenditures to elect candidates who support the
rights and interests of working people and their
families." You an see their 3rd quarter
contributors here:
https://apps.azsos.gov/apps/election/cfs/search/P
ublicReports/2018/4573CF55-8C42-4C72-A75AA6046E68AAB7.pdf . All of their donations are
from small contributors (<$50). At the national
level, Unite Here is a labor union whose members
work in the hotel, food service, laundry,
warehouse, and casino gaming industries.

Against Prop
127:
Renewable
Energy

Vote No Arizona is an Arizona PAC that reports
contributors to the Secretary of State. There are 2
contributors to this PAC, and both are electric
companies - Mohave Electric Cooperative and
Grand Canyon State Electric Cooperative
Association. You can see their contributors as of
the 3rd quarter here:
https://apps.azsos.gov/apps/election/cfs/search/P
ublicReports/2018/74A92420-8765-4117-8284CE30100534D6.pdf

Arizona PAC

Yes on Prop
407 - Green
Up Tucson

YesForEdAZ

For Tucson
Prop 407:
Parks and rec

For Prop 305:
School
Vouchers

Tucson PAC

Yes of Prop 407 is a Tucson PAC that reports to the
Tucson City Clerk. You can see their contributors
here:
https://www.tucsonaz.gov/files/clerks/YES_on_Pr
op_407_3rd_QTR_CFA.pdf

Arizona PAC

YesforEdAZ is an Arizona PAC that is required to
report its contributors to the Secretary of State.
You can see their 3rd quarter contributors here:
https://apps.azsos.gov/apps/election/cfs/search/P
ublicReports/2018/CA847BBE-8D9E-483A-AC6451DA1DB44F9F.pdf . Less than 5% of their funding
comes from individuals; 95% was contributed by
the Center for Arizona Policy Action (Independent
Expenditure group - dark), the Goldwater Institute
(501c3) and the Arizona School Tuition
Organization Association (501c3).

